The following is concerned with the in-the-large behavior of characteristics of differential equations on closed orientable manifolds. C+ will denote a positive semi-characteristic, C the set of co-limit2 points of C+, V the vector field defining the differential equation, M the manifold under consideration, and W the vector field orthogonal to V. In all that follows we shall assume that M is two-dimensional, closed and orientable. The following theorem holds:
Proof of theorem.
Definition.
C belongs to Class II if and only if an infinite IF-characteristic or a closed PF-characteristic belongs to Ü. Otherwise C belongs to Class I. Lemma I. Let AB be an arc on M which is part of a V-characteristic at a finite distance from the singular points of V and which does not form a closed curve. Let AB carry a strictly increasing continuous parameter t, O^t^ct.
Let the orthogonal trajectory through A carry a strictly increasing continuous parameter p in some neighborhood of A such that Presented to the Society, December 29, 1952 under the title A theorem about differential equations on two-dimensional manifolds; received by the editors January 12, 1953. 1 The author wishes to express his appreciation to Professors Witold Hurewicz and Norman Levinson of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology who have given valuable advice, and to the Office of Naval Research for financial support.
1A point p is an «-limit point of C4" on M if for every e>0 and every q belonging to C* there exists a point r following g on C+ which is within t of p.
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use pia) = 0. Then there exists e>0 and a map <j> of the rectangle {(p, t) | \p\ <e, O^r ^<r} into M such that (1) <f> is a homeomorphism, (2) 0(0, t) is the point on arc AB with parametric value r, (3) <p(p, 0) is the point on Da+ or Dr, depending on whether p^O or p^O, with parametric value p, (4) <f>(ß, r) ED$(0iT)r\C¿M or ^mHCJ,,,) depending on whether p ^ 0 or p g 0.
Lemma I follows from the fundamental existence theorem and some elementary trigonometric considerations.
Definition.
A map <p of {(p, r)|e>p> -t, O^t^o-} of the type described above which sends {(p, r)|p = 0, O^r^a} into an arc .45 will be called a "net map" with AB the "core" of the net map.
We first prove that if C belongs to Class I then C is nowhere dense. This proof will proceed by contradiction. Let p be an interior point of G, the set in which C is dense. Then p is an interior point of C since all of G belongs to C which is a closed point set. Let D be the orthogonal characteristic through p, E the intersection of C and D, and K the component of E in the one-dimensional topology of D to which p belongs. K is an interval, since C belongs to Class I, and is closed by the properties of C. In what follows we may assume that p belongs to C+ since the interior of K must contain points of C+. C¿t hen must return to the interior of K since KEÜ-Lemma II. Assuming that C belongs to Class I and that p and K have the same meaning as above we let p* be the first intersection of Cf with K. p and t are continuous strictly increasing parameters on K and on the arc pp* respectively with pip) =p0, rip) =0, rip*) = 1, p ithe end point of K on DJ-) = 1, and p ithe end point of K on Dp) = 0. FAe« there exists a topological space X and a map <p of X into M such that (1) X is obtained from the unit square by identifying the edge r = 1 with a closed subinterval of t = 0 in a sense-preserving manner, (2) <f> is a homeomorphism, (3) <p(p, 0) is the point on K with parametric value p, (4) <p(po, r) is the point on the arc pp* with parametric value r, (5) </>(p, r) belongs to CfC\D? or C¿~C\D~ depending on whether p ^0 or p ^0.
Proof of Lemma II. Let J be the maximal interval around p0 in (Oáp^l) such that the set {(p, r)|pG7, Ogr^l} is a subset of a space X described in the statement of Lemma II and such that there exists a map <p of this set into M which satisfies conditions 1-5 and such that 0(p, t) belongs to K if and only if r = 0 or t = 1. If we can show that 7 is the whole unit interval we have proved the lemma.
First 7 is open by Lemma I.
Next we show that / is also closed. Let Jrt-<t>{ip, To)\ pEJ and T0 is fixed}. Since we assumed that Ü belongs to Class I, JTa is a finite interval on an orthogonal trajectory. If J is not closed let p be an end point of / which does not belong to /. Let Y(p, t0) be the corresponding end point of /To. We assume that p>po and that hence r(p, To)ÇzDta; the other case can be handled identically.
We note that in Lemma I we could have let AB be an arc on a TF-characteristic instead of on a F-characteristic.
Hence, according to Lemma I there exists an €(t0) and a net map ^t0 which has the arc <Kpo, T0)r(p, to) as a core such that ^ro(p. To)=c6(p, r0) for poúP<J> and such that ^\0(po, r) = c6(p0, r) for \t -t0\ <e(r0). We claim that l0=c6 for the intersection of domains. This is true for {(p, r0)|pô p<p]
and {(po, t)| |t -To| <e} by the construction of the net map.
If T>T0, ^ro(p, t) is just the first intersection of C$n{p,r") (first on C£0(p,t0)) with D"t0(,0,T) before D^Tt(ft,T) returns to ^"{(Po. t)\ \t-t0\ <e} ; on the other hand the same statement holds for <j>(p, r) with C«(p,to) taking the place of C,£0(,,r0) and Z?J(",r) taking the place of Z?JT0(p0,T). Since it has been previously remarked that 0(p, t0) = 7TIO(p, to) and <p(po, t) =^TO(po, t) we have that <p =\[/T() for the intersection of domains and t^to. It is shown in the same way that <¡>=\¡/r" for the intersection of domains and r<r0. A finite number of the e(ro) cover the range 0 ^t ^ 1 by compactness. One thus finds that T(p, t) belongs to C£C\Df for all r. We define <f>(p, t) to equal T(p, r).
The proof that the thus extended map is a homeomorphism and satisfies all the properties required of <f> follows:
(1) The extended map is continuous in view of the continuity of the local maps.
(2) The extended map is one-to-one and <f>(p, t) belongs to K if and only if t = 0 or 1. For in this case, for some?; and p,c&{(p, 0)|p -r¡=P<P =<P\(P, l)|p -p^p<p) on M. This in turn implies that {(p, 0) p -rj^p<p} = {(p, l)|p-p^p<p} in X. We can thus keep the map one-to-one by identifying (p, 0) with (p, 1) in the extended X.
(c) <p/p is a homeomorphism in the one-dimensional topology since it is a one-to-one continuous map of a compact Hausdorff space into a Hausdorff space. But all points of JT<t are on F-characteristics starting at points of K which automatically belong to C, and hence /To belongs to C. On the other hand, 7r" does not belong to K if to^O or 1. Hence, <pip, t0) cannot belong to K if t0 is different from 0 and 1.
<p(p, 0) and <p(p, 1) belong to K since they belong to C, and 70 and /i belong to K.
(e) 4>ip, Ti) =^(p(p, t2) for p£7 and ru¿Tt.
If this statement were false we would have either of two possibilities: <p(p, 0) would be an interior point of the arc <p(p, 0)<p(p, t2) or qbip, 0) would be an interior point of the arc <j>ip, 0)c6(p, Ti). But neither of these arcs can contain any interior points belonging to K. This is true for the first arc since pEJ and for the second arc by part (d).
(f) <pip, to)^4>ÍP, to) for pEJÎ f this statement were false C would contain a closed orthogonal characteristic which is contrary to hypothesis.
(3) The extended map is a homeomorphism. We have shown that <p extended is one-to-one and continuous. If 7 had been open at both end points we could have extended the map <f> similarly in the other direction ; if 7 had been open only at one end (p) this would not have been necessary. In either case we would obtain a one-to-one continuous map of a compact Hausdorff space into a Hausdorff space. The inverse continuity then follows automatically.
Thus <f> can be extended. J is not maximal, which is a contradiction. Hence 7is closed. This concludes the proof of Lemma II.
Lemma III. If C is dense in some set G of M, then C cannot belong to Class I.
Proof of Lemma III. Let p, p*, D, and K have the same meaning as before. By Lemma II all the F-characteristics starting at K return to K and the map *, which is defined for all points of K by q* is the first intersection of Cq with K, is a sense-preserving homeomorphism. iq is an arbitrary point of K.) It has previously been pointed out that we may assume that p belongs to C+. Hence p* cannot equal p; for if it did C+ would be a closed curve and all of K would not belong to C. On the other hand, if p*9£p, in view of the sense-preserving nature of the transformation *, successive intersections of C£ would all intersect K on the same side of p. This contradicts the fact that there are co-limit points of C+ on the other side of p. Proof of Lemma IV. This is proved very much like a similar lemma of Siegel's [3] . It is obviously true if a closed curve characteristic of the orthogonal vector field belongs to C. Otherwise let 5 be an co-limit point of the infinite orthogonal characteristic D belonging to C on the compact set M. Let 0 be a neighborhood of 5 in which V varies by less than 7r/16 radians; let P and Q be the neighborhoods of 5 with diameter one-half the diameter of 0 and one-quarter the diameter of 0 respectively. Since C is a closed point set, 5£C and thus is at a finite distance from the singular points of V; hence a set O of the type described can always be constructed.
Let Li and L2 be line segments through 5 in Q which make angles of 45° and 135° respectively with the direction of Fat 5. D will intersect these line segments again and again. We shall say that c is an intersection of D with L2 which corresponds to an intersection b of D with Zi if the arc be on D is entirely contained in P. The limited variation of V in this neighborhood assures us that for a given b there is exactly one c and conversely. Let bi and b2 be successive intersections of D with Li, and Ci and c2 the corresponding intersections with L2. The choice of 0, P, and Q implies that the arc ¿>i¿>2 and CiC2 on D contain points outside 0. The limited variation of V in 0 also implies that F-characteristics starting on the line segments bib2 and CiC2 on Li and L2 respectively intersect D before leaving 0. Thus, these two line segments belong to C. Let T be the curve formed by the arc 6i¿>2 on D and the line segment bib2 on Li. Let T' be the curve formed by the arc cic2 on D and the line segment Cic2 on L2. Then except for the condition of continuous curvature either T or T' satisfies the lemma. It has been shown that both T and T' belong to C and the F-characteristics either cross the line segment bib2 or the line segment cic2 in the same direction in which they cross the part of D which runs through biC\b2c2. Finally, the chosen curve, whether T or T', can always be given continuous curvature, as Siegel remarks in the abovementioned paper. In what follows we shall assume that Tis the chosen curve and bi and b2 are the points which have been connected by a straight line.
Lemma V. // C is dense in some set of M then C cannot belong to Class 11 unless M is a torus and V is free of singular points.
Proof of Lemma V. In the proof of this lemma we make use of the closed curve constructed in Lemma IV. We first define parallels to this closed curve. These parallels are generally just orthogonal trajectories, but they reduce to straight lines in the neighborhood of the straight line part of S.
Definition. Let ¿>i, ¿>2, 0, P, and Q have the same meaning as in Lemma IV. Let ¿2£C£ and eiECb~ be arbitrary points such that the arcs ¿»2¿ü on C¿¡ and bid on C£ are contained in P. Then in view of the limited variation of V and hence W in 0 there exist points diECj^i^D^ and e2 on C^i^D^ such that the arcs £>idi on C¿J", d2di on D^, &2e2 on C¿, and eie2 on D~ are all contained in 0. If x is outside the quadrilateral ¿iii2eie2, then the parallel to S through x is just the orthogonal trajectory. To define the parallels inside did2eie2 we consider an arbitrary point r on the line segment ¿>ii>2 on Li. Ct intersects didi at a point 5 and Ct intersects eie2 at a point t. We parametrize the arc si on Ct by a parameter proportional to the arc length such that the parametric value of I is zero, the parametric value of r is one, and the parametric value of s is two. Inside the quadrilateral did2eie2 the parallels will just be the lines of equal parameter.
We next prove that all F-characteristics starting on 5 return to S, and that, in fact, a torus obtained from the unit square by double identification can be mapped homeomorphically onto the point set generated by these characteristics.
The proof of this statement follows very closely the proof of Lemma II. We again pick a point ^»on5 which belongs to C+. We again define parameters p and r such that pip) =pB, but now the points with parametric values 0 and 1 coincide on 5. The parallels defined above take the place of orthogonal trajectories. There are two differences in the proof. First of all we must now show that after the map 0 has been extended to p = 0 and p = 1, the set 0 {(0, t) 10 ¿r g 1} equals the set 0 {(1, t) I 0 ^r á 1} • The second and major difference, however, is due to the fact that in the proof of Lemma II, in the part where 7 was proved to be closed, we made use of the fact that C belongs to Class I and that hence JT<¡ is a finite interval. We must now show independently that if 7 is not the whole unit interval, 7ro cannot be of infinite arc length. the set {(p, 0) |p£/} is not all of S. We can construct a closed curve T from Jro and an arc of arbitrarily short length just as in Lemma IV. Let Ci and c2 be the points on /T" which are connected by a line segment. ( We may assume that the line segment chosen makes an angle of between 40° and 50° with the vectors of V and of W at Ci and c2.) Then Cc+ or C¿ will intersect the IF-characteristic through c2 at a point c3, and the arc length of the arc cxc3 on the F-characteristic will be less than four times the length of the segment Cic2. If we use c6 for the map from the torus or its subset determined by J into M, then Ci=c6(pi, To) and c3=<p(p2, t0) for some pi and p2. The nature of <p is such that if c% belongs to C£ then <p(p2, 0) lies between c6(pi, t0) and 0(P2. To), and if c3 belongs to C~ then <p(pi, 0) lies between <j>(p2, t0) and c6(pi, To). In either case we can show that for every «>0 there exists p(e) belonging to / such that the arc c/>(p(e), 0) (¡>(p(e), tb) is shorter than e. On the other hand, if we use the fact that there can be no infinite parallel to S near S we can show that there exists e0>0 such that the arcs <p(p, 0) <p(p, t0) are longer than e0 for all p belonging to /. Hence, 7T" cannot be of infinite arc length.
Once we have proved that a torus can be mapped into M in the indicated manner Lemma V is proved.
Lemmas III and V prove the theorem.
